Hardangerfjord in a nutshell
Everything you need for a winter adventure

Round trip from NOK 2 130

Winter season: 1st January - 31st March
Duration: 2 days (possible to extend)
More route alternatives available
Express boat, Bergen - Rosendal, ca 2 hours
Bus, Rosendal - Odda, ca 1 hour
Bus, Odda - Eidfjord, ca 1,5 hours
Norwegian winter activities, ca 3 hours
Bus, Eidfjord - Voss, ca 1 hour
Train, Voss - Bergen, ca 1 hour
Train, Voss - Oslo, 5,5 hours
Train, Bergen - Oslo, 6,5 hours
Train, Oslo - Bergen, ca 6,5 hours

See and experience the magnificent Norwegian coastline and explore the winter scenery in the inner reaches of the beautiful Hardangerfjord! Experience how Norwegians have fun during winter!

Winter tour highlights
• Winter fjord boat trip along the beautiful western coast to the Hardangerfjord
• Bus ride along farmland by the fjord with views of snow-capped mountains and small villages.
• Winter and snow activities like snowshoes, snow-sledding, bonfire and Lavvu storytelling with homemade local food
• Optional visit to the Norwegian Nature Centre Hardanger
• The scenic Bergen Railway through a winter wonderland

2020 Prices
- Round trip from Bergen: NOK 2 130
- One-way trip from Bergen-Oslo: NOK 2 827
- Round trip from Oslo via Bergen: NOK 3 984

Overnight stays possible in Bergen, Rosendal, Odda, Eidfjord, Voss, Finse, Geilo, Oslo etc.

Booking and information: fjordtours.com/agents • E-mail: sale@fjordtours.com